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SNEAKERS
2017-12-30

ティンカー ハットフィールドからヴァージル アブローまで最前線で活躍する著名クリエイター59名の証言を介して如何に名作モデルは生まれてきたのか メーカー ショップ コ
レクター三者の視点により語られる その舞台裏を完全紹介 かつてこれほどまでにスニーカー愛に溢れる本はあったであろうか すべてのキックス フリークに捧ぐ名著 ここに誕生

Sneakers
2022-08-01

audisee ebooks with audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting for an
engaging read aloud experience sneakers grew out of efforts to make more durable more
comfortable shoes and became a major link between sports and fashion their sales rose with the
popularity of tennis and exploded along with basketball leading to celebrity endorsements big
name brands and continued technological breakthroughs in the twenty first century sneakers
are still evolving along with sneaker influencer social media smart tech and other hot new trends

Sneakonomic Growth
2019-02-22

the sneaker economy s growth is not the story of a small but passionate group of collectors that
occasionally flip a pair or two at a tidy profit it s the story of a full blown industry sprouted from
an underground niche and into the mainstream to affect consumer retail as we know it billions of
dollars in sneakers are changing hands on the secondary market annually and sneaker
marketplaces are raising smart investment money hand over foot as the economy s reach
widens sneakonomic growth examines the economic financial and competitive forces that shape
the maturing but still nascent economy created by sneaker collecting by looking at the brands
retailers marketplaces media and of course the sneakerheads sneakonomic growth aims to
better understand and articulate the trajectory of this economy and its constituents how the
winners will win and the losers will lose through thought provoking exploration of the sneaker
economy readers will gain a better understanding of the power and shortfalls of scarce supply
the impending obsolescence of msrp what it means to be differentiated in today s retail
environment the impact of a rapidly growing secondary market why consumers are more
powerful than ever beforesneakonomic growth is absolutely for the sneakerhead seeking a
better understanding of the market evolving around them it s also for the fascinated outsider
captivated not only by eye popping sneaker resale prices but by the staggering growth of the
broader sneaker collector s economy lace up and let s go

Sneaker Century
2017-01-01

whether you call them kicks or sneakers runners or gutties you probably have a pair of athletic
shoes in your closet the earliest sneakers debuted in the 1800s and weren t much more than a
canvas upper and a flexible sole made of a crazy new materialrubber the stuff might have been
new to americans then but for thousands of years the indigenous peoples of the amazon basin
of south america had been using latex made from the milky sap of hevea trees to protect their
feet from rocks sticks and biting insects once charles goodyear figured out how to make the
stuff more durable sneakers were here to stay early sneakers were initially designed for elite
athletes but kids and teens quickly adopted them some of the first brands included converse
brooks and saucony german companies adidas and puma started up during world war ii the nike
shoe debuted in the 1970s with a bit of inspiration from a waffle iron as fitness crazes took off in
the 1980s people all over the world started buying the shoes for workouts and everyday wear at
about the same time companies began hiring high profile athletes and pop stars for big dollar
endorsements and shoe sales soared into the stratosphere to the tune of billions of dollars each
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year in sneaker century follow sneaker fashions and the larger than life personalities behind the
best known athletic shoe brands in history learn how teen sneakerheads became important style
makers and drove the success of nike inc and other shoe companies look behind the scenes at
the labor intensive process of manufacturing sneakers explore the sneaker frontier of the
futurerecycled shoes earth friendly initiatives and high fashion statements get ready to speed
through the sneaker century

Swimming in Sneakers
2007-12

the place holds no appeal it seemed mystical in his childhood a curiosity in his teens and is
simply not worthy of consideration as he approaches forty max elliott is headed for the biggest
surprise of his life guam after the death of his father max plans a quick trip to the island he s
never seen he will take care of business with the least possible complication and fly back to
chicago with buckets of money that plan of course unfolds into plenty of island style
complication as max encounters fascinating relatives a lively group of inherited tenants
unexpected tropical beauty and utlimately a better version of himself

Sneakers
2017-10-24

sneakers overdelivers gq one of this year s coolest books men s journal the definitive story of
the sneaker universe wsj magazine featuring exclusive interviews with virgil abloh off white
daniel bailey ronnie fieg kith dj clark kent serena williams alexander wang kobe bryant and
many many others through honesty intimacy intelligence and swagger sneakers amounts to a
singular rubber soled taxonomy a global group portrait of a culture that s both personal and
public driven by commitment and curiosity and sustained by our definitive cast of storytellers
historians and artists an absolute necessity for design devotees and sneakerheads of all ages
sneakers is a definitive exploration of the cultural phenomenon of sneakers now an 85 billion
dollar a year industry this gift worthy book features 320 pages of photos and interviews with
industry gurus sports legends and celebrities in a stunning package created by celebrated
designer rodrigo corral the book s carefully curated list of participants takes readers to the
center of the action edson sabajo owner of amsterdam s seminal sneaker boutique patta leads a
sneaker hunt that starts in the back alleys of philadelphia and ends in the middle east jeff staple
designer of a pair of sneakers that resells for 6000 recalls the sneaker riot his design kicked off
on the lower east side of manhattan in 2005 jim riswold dishes on making commercials with
michael jordan ronnie fieg explains the collaborative magic of kith adidas s rachel muscat and
jon wexler get philosophical about their star collaborator kanye west nike s legendary tinker
hatfield takes a glimpse into the future professional tennis player serena williams shares an
exclusive reveal and much much more from its arresting cover design and thought provoking
interiors to the unprecedented depth of its first person accounts sneakers is an absolute must
have for sneaker lovers and anyone who is interested in design creative process street culture
branding entrepreneurship art and fashion

Sneakers
2019-07-15

sneakers have a long history but modern technology has revolutionized the production of
footwear from uppers to rubber soles the different parts of a sneaker work together this cool
volume explores how technology and durable materials join to make shoes for walking running
and playing
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The Fashion Book
2014-10-01

enter the world of glamour and go behind the scenes of the fashion world the fashion book is an
ideal introduction to the world of fashion learn about its history and how it has translated into
the works of modern day designers explore numerous styles and get to know about the origins
of what we wear and why packed with stunning images and illustrations the fashion book also
takes a look at the history of the most iconic fashion trends and charts the changing shapes of
clothes and shoes read about the inspirational works of fashion icons from coco chanel to kate
moss and find out about a day in the life of a catwalk model the fashion book is a gorgeous style
guide for teenagers who want to discover the stories behind their favorite looks create their own
style and learn what makes the fashion world tick

Reebok
2020-09-21

thousands of years ago shoes were made to protect people s feet today people wear high tech
sneakers for sports and for style companies such as reebok sell millions of sneakers every year
people around the world love wearing these sneakers

My Kicks (Read-Along)
2017-12-01

boys love sneakers but when a child finds that his toes have outgrown his favorite shoes and
they ve gotten too dirty and smelly his mom says it s time for a new pair resistant to let go the
boy reminisces about all the good times he s had with his favorite kicks on the city streets there
s the paint splatter from his masterpiece and the drip from a popsicle there s the scuff from
when he fell off his skateboard and there are those frayed laces that he learned to tie in bows
and doubles a new pair just won t be the same but with bigger shoes to fill the boy realizes new
adventures await him maybe he could paint a little better or skate a little faster this new picture
book from the bestselling author of i am yoga explores the love and pride that kids have for their
sneakers and the joy that can be found in growing up growing out and moving on read along

Becoming American
2014-03-06

for policy makers business leaders and american citizens immigration reform is one of the
defining issues of our time in turns both personal and analytical remaining factual and well
argued throughout fariborz ghadar s becoming american makes the case for common sense
immigration policies and practices that will not only help strengthen america s economy and role
as world leader but will also help millions of prospective immigrants and their families start
making more out of their lives today and for generations to come the author is an iranian
immigrant who fled his homeland decades ago in search of a more stable and successful future
weaving his personal story into that of the millions of immigrants facing unnecessary hurdles at
the global level he demonstrates the need for our governments and leaders to make policy
decisions intelligently not just based on current circumstances but with an eye toward a future
brighter than our current state of dysfunction uncertainty and regrettable bigotry towards those
with funny names based on our nation s undeniable history as a nation of immigrants we cannot
fail to address the impact that immigration will have on our future if we want to accurately plan
for a thriving diverse and better tomorrow becoming american understand helps readers not
only the mindset of america s immigrant populations but makes the case for america once more
as a place for the world s hardest workers loftiest dreamers and most prosperous people
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Hoops
2014-07-29

an ala yalsa best book for young adults new bonus content q a with walter dean myers q a with
screenwriter john ballard teaser chapter from on a clear day excerpt from 145th street all eyes
are on seventeen year old lonnie jackson while he practices with his team for a city wide
basketball tournament of champions his coach cal knows lonnie has what it takes to be a pro
basketball player but warns him about giving in to the pressure cal knows because he too once
had the chance but sold out as the tournament nears lonnie learns that some heavy bettors
want cal to keep him on the bench so that the team will lose the championship as the last
seconds of the game tick away lonnie and cal must make a decision are they willing to blow the
chance of a lifetime

Fifty Sneakers That Changed the World
2015-09-07

over the course of its history the sneaker has undergone a complete transformation taking it
from functional sportswear to high fashion the design museum s alex newson traces this
evolution through the 50 most influential examples from the classic converse all star up to the
very latest blends of technological innovation and fashion conscious style

Sneakers
2022-09-15

adidas superstar nike air max onitsuka tiger corsair balenciaga triple s yeezy 700 stan smith
vans old skool air jordan with over 300 styles and including all the essential trends and brands
this is the ultimate sneaker handbook

Murder Book
2014-02-06

about as noir as it can be excellent frances fyfield daily telegraph

The Sneaker Kings
2014-11

the sneaker kings enter the overzealous world of three young sneakerheads brandon leon and
simba who call themselves the beast team crew from glendale arizona as they rise to national
popularity and land in the city of new york led by the ingenious young shoe fanatic and
dealmaker brandon jenkins the crew travels the country in search of the hottest new out of stock
and rare models of shoes to buy sell or trade at national sneaker conventions brandon happens
to be the nephew of former nba player paul 3 ball weiller who introduced him to dozens of
professional ball players all who signed pairs of their endorsed shoes the young fanatic with his
best friend leon and first recruit simba the young and ambitious crew establish a mission to
brand themselves as the hottest shoe game icons in the country while attending concerts
basketball games and enjoying shopping malls and other sneaker events they then set out to
recruit new young members to their beast team including a young basketball phenom a
skateboarder and a female soccer player but when brandon meets natasha the girl of his
dreams and agrees to a summer internship with a adidas with acceptance to marketing school in
the sneaker and media capital of new york city their plans take off to a new level as the beast
team popularity soars while dealing with the positive and negative attractions of new york city
with a grand introduction at their own kings of new york sneaker convention someone later
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steals brandon s collection of 40 pairs of sneakers from his closet back at home in arizona
forcing the young sneaker fanatic to stop everything and buy a plane ticket back for phoenix
while angry enough to kill the suspected culprit and return his treasured shoes the sneakers
kings is a first of its kind and a novel series that is sure to spread like wildfire amongst those
who love a timely young read and sneakers

Golden Kicks
2016-09-22

many iconic shoes such as the adidas stan smith nike air jordan and puma suede are worn by
millions as everyday footwear but were originally born to bring victory on court track and field
golden kicks reveals the stories behind some of the greatest shoes in sporting history the roles
they played in sport s most significant moments and how they have made the transition from
classic sportswear to mainstream streetwear discover the amazing stories behind the shoes the
people who made them and the athletes who wore them

My Spider in Sneakers
2020-11-08

my spider in sneakers is as silly as can be he swims in the desert and digs in the sea a fun story
about a spider who isn t like any other spider you have seen before guaranteed to make you and
your little ones giggle at storytime before bed or anytime you need to smile

Encyclopedia Brown and the Case of the Disgusting
Sneakers
1990

america s sherlock holmes in sneakers continues his war on crime in ten more cases the
solutions to which are found in the back of the book

How It Happened! Sneakers
2023-04-18

find out how sneakers took over the world in this fact filled nonfiction book part of a series about
the stories behind cool objects from going to school to shopping at the mall sneakers are one of
the most comfortable ways to get around but how did these rubbery soles become everyone s
favorite shoe to stomp in readers will love learning about the story behind sneakers from the
world s oldest shoe to the latest designer sneaker drop and everything in between

Glass Sneakers
2018-08-01

princess is the last word that george mcalden would attach to her own name she doesn t have
the poise the finesse and even the girly name required for the job in fact one look at her only
pair of shoes old boyish sneakers gives her true pedigree away try styling those shoes with a
tiara and yet she finds herself thrown into the glittering and messy world of the kingdom of
triavia s court life when she takes on the job of princess in training who will be betrothed to
prince arthur luke d chateaubriand the royal family s youngest and most infamous son all
george ever wanted was a steady job to earn enough to live by maybe princess is the job she s
been looking for all along well you know what they say if the glass sneakers fit
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Icons of Style: Cult Sneakers
2015-08-04

a new series of titles revealing the seminal icons of men s street style after years of cult success
with sneaker freaks around the world sneakers have finally arrived on the global scene this
comprehensive guide to the most iconic sneakers ever produced covers famous footwear from
the classic nike air jordan 1 and adidas superstar to cult classics such as the onitsuka mexico
and puma disc with photography and detailed analysis throughout icons of style cult sneakers
traces the development of sport shoe style from the earliest sneaker trends to the very latest in
cutting edge street fashion making it the ultimate stylish accessory for the discerning man

Sneaker Mayhem
2020-08-31

discover some of the world s most controversial shoes and greatest collaborations of 2020 and
gain insights on your favorite sneakers inside this jam packed book of sneaker goodness

The Sneaker Book
2005

sneakers are more than just athletic shoes they are also fashion statements status symbols and
cultural icons nthis book traces the progression of sneaker design from the early canvas topped
rubber soles to the hi tech innovations of the late 1980s over 450 color and black and white
images compiled from magazine advertisements that date back to 1940 explore a half century
of athletic shoe design for track football soccer baseball basketball running tennis and casual
wear included are designs by converse keds adidas nike puma reebok and new balance among
other companies fashion historians designers and sneaker fans will all love this exciting book

The Enemy Within
2005

fiction asian studies spanning three decades the enemy within is a memorable portrait of a
woman caught between worlds dreaming of college in the tropical paradise of kerala india
seventeen year old sita is married off by her parents to an indian engineer in quebec city set
against the backdrop of quebec politics it is the story of a courageous woman who breaks with
tradition in search in search of peace and love only to be betrayed by the man she first loved
and the land she has thought of as hers

Art of Custom Sneakers
2023-09-12

create your own one of a kind kicks with painting drawing stenciling and marbleizing techniques
from celebrated sneaker customizer xavier kickz aka xavier crews in art of custom sneakers
xavier shares his innovative ideas and techniques for prepping designing and finishing custom
sneakers for everyone the book begins with the basics including tools and materials workspace
setup prep finishing and design planning then moves on to dozens of incredible customizing
projects whatever your level of artistic experience xavier s in depth step by step instructions
ensure your success as you start making your own custom kicks twenty eight qr codes to
supplemental video instruction offer additional step by step guidance as you go gather
inspiration from amazing custom sneakers throughout history start with any clean sneaker
whether leather nike air force 1s or canvas vans or converse or bargain shoes similar to any of
these then add your own personal touches with techniques such as cartoon style paint pen camo
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sharpie tie dye hydro dipped marbleizing galactic splatter bedazzled flash stop admiring custom
sneakers from afar and start making your own

House & Garden
1991

this comprehensive illustrated edition of sneakers spans over 300 shoes exploring the stories
behind some of the world s most iconic shoes while also giving advice on shoe care and
maintenance

Sneakers
2022-08-18

boys life is the official youth magazine for the boy scouts of america published since 1911 it
contains a proven mix of news nature sports history fiction science comics and scouting

Boys' Life
1986-08

in the small fishing village of parkers maryland on the chesapeake bay there is no more
independent soul than the lone oysterman or crabber who sets out every morning in pre dawn
hours to search for oyster beds or empty his crab pots it s a harsh life when jimmy shannon a
chesapeake waterman dies during a holiday fishing trip for blue fin tuna it s almost unbelievable
stranger still is his last will and testament that requires his brother ned shannon to give up his
law practice in washington d c and return to his family s traditional life on the bay neddie
accepts the challenge takes over his brother s crab boat practices a little law on the side and
encounters the strangest string of characters in the community the cultural changes are
dramatic especially after it s discovered that jimmy s death was no accident he was murdered
during his encounter with the giant tuna neddie is forced to balance the life of a crab fisherman
with a small town law practice while aiding in the investigation of his brother s death the murder
goes from sublime to bizarre when jimmy s body washes ashore on a cape hatteras beach at the
same time neddie discovers the passions and values his family has known for generations and
the small town relationships that give meaning to the joys of friendship when the watermen of
the community marshal their workboats to rescue neddie the murder mystery unravels and the
heartwarming nature of the community is revealed

Death in the Polka Dot Shoes
2011-07

the definitive primer on the world s most popular shoe the basketball sneaker basketball shoes
have a long and storied history both on and off the court back in the 1930s a basketball sneaker
was created for straight up performance today hoops footwear do double duty they re designed
for and by elite players but to sneakerheads how they look is nearly as important as how they
perform slam kicks breaks down the path of the basketball sneaker from the birth of the very
first iconic shoe the converse chuck taylor all star to the white hot best selling cultural
phenomenon nike air jordan sneaker line this book showcases the hottest basketball kicks over
time throwbacks and new shoes alike covering each legendary sneaker and its design the
technical advancements found in the shoe the athletes who made the shoe famous and the
cultural waves the footwear has made off the basketball court featured sneakers also include
the adidas jabbar the puma clyde the nike air force one the reebok question the and1 tai chi the
nike zoom kobe iv and many others slam kicks basketball sneakers that changed the game is
the perfect gift for basketball sneaker fans and street fashion enthusiasts alike
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SLAM Kicks
2014-03-11

unable to convince his mother that his torn stained and smelly sneakers are irreplaceable a
young boy realizes that new sneakers have advantages too

My Kicks
2017-04-11

explains how sneakers are designed cut sewn embroidered assembled inspected laced and
boxed for shipping

Sneakers
1999

a definitive guide to the rarest most covetable limited edition sneaker designs sneakers the
complete collectors guide was a phenomenal success setting trends in sneaker design and
collecting that continue to this day brands have since reissued classic designs and started
creating the shoes that have spurred a new wave of collecting limited editions often designed in
collaboration with invited artists designers musicians cultural icons and co brands sneakers the
complete limited editions guide brings you the very best limited edition and collaborative
sneakers that have been released over the last ten years a time when sneaker design has
transcended its origins to explore new territories in global design culture including fashion and
art over 300 designs from fifteen brands have been carefully selected and photographed with
100 outstanding examples showcasing the burgeoning trend for direct collaborations from nike
working with new york graffiti artists futura and stash to reebok collaborating with superstar
producer pharrell williams or vans teaming up with marc jacobs brands have used collaboration
to build in exclusivity and desirability and to connect with new consumers

Sneakers 2
2014-04-01

long ago only athletes and wealthy people who played sports wore sneakers king henry viii of
england ordered a pair to play tennis on his lawn now everyone wears sneakers for sports and
style puma was founded after two brothers in germany became enemies and divided their shoe
factory today puma is one of the world s largest sneaker companies

Puma
2020-07

describes the role science and scientists play in the design of sneakers

Sneakers
1997-11-01

teaching a child how to tie their shoes can be a challenge at times fortunately tad s mother
knows the secret of not only getting the right shoe on the right foot but in getting those
shoelaces to tie correctly join tad as his mother teaches him the secret of the sneaky sneakers
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Sneakers
2006

The Sneaky Sneakers
2013-03

The Georgia Review
2015

10 Fascinating Facts about Sneakers
2014
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